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The Banach space c0 is shown to possess the analytic approximation property.
More precisely, given any uniformly continuous function on an open set G/c0 ,
an analytic map is constructed which uniformly approximates the given function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of approximating continuous functions by analytic maps
began in earnest with the work of H. Whitney in the finite dimensional case
[W]. Whitney showed that any real-valued, continuous function on an
open set in Rn can be uniformly approximated by an analytic map. His
proof relied heavily on the fact that the square of the norm on Rn is analytic.
Since this property does not hold in a general Banach space, Whitney’s
techniques cannot be directly applied to the infinite dimensional case.
The question of analytic approximation on separable Banach spaces was
taken up by J. Kurzweil [K]. The existence of a separating polynomial was
assumed in order to replace the role played by the Euclidean norm in [W].
This work showed, in particular, that analytic approximation of continuous
functions is possible in the spaces Lp and lp , for p an even integer. In the same
paper, Kurzweil established that for p not an even integer, Lp and lp do not
have the analytic approximation property. That is, in general it is not possible
on these spaces to uniformly approximate a continuous map by an analytic
function on open sets. This settled the question of analytic approximation for
the spaces Lp and lp , 1p<. If on a Banach space X, one is able to
uniformly approximate the norm with an analytic map, then via composi-
tion with a smooth bump function on R, one can construct a C-smooth
bump function on X. Since neither L nor l admit even a C1-smooth
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bump function (see, e.g., [DGZ]), it follows that these spaces do not possess
the analytic approximation property.
By considering the weak continuity of polynomials, W. Bogdanowicz
[B] was able to show as early as 1957 that c0 does not admit a separating
polynomial, and hence Kurzweil’s result is not applicable in this space.
Therefore, of the classical, separable Banach spaces Lp , lp for p # [1, ],
and c0 , the problem of analytic approximation remained only for c0 . Using
ideas from [K], it is shown in this note that c0 does enjoy the analytic
approximation property.
We note that recently, Deville et al. [DHF] have shown that every
equivalent norm on c0 can be uniformly approximated on bounded sets by
norms analytic on c0"[0].
2. NOTATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
The Banach space c0 has the usual definition given by,
c0=[[xk]k=1 : xk # R, xk  0],
with norm &x&=maxk |xk | , while the complex Banach space c~ 0 is defined
as,
c~ 0=[[zk]k=1 : zk # C, zk  0],
with norm &z&=maxk |zk |.
We recall the definition of a real analytic map on a Banach space. Let
X and Y be real Banach spaces, and G/X an open subset. A function
f: G  Y is called analytic if for every x # G, there are a neighbourhood Nx ,
and homogeneous polynomials Pxn : X  Y of degree n, such that
f (x+h)= :
n0
Pxn(h, h, ..., h
n times
) provided x+h # Nx .
Further information on polynomials may be found, for example, in [SS].
3. MAIN RESULTS
The proof of our result is somewhat lengthy and technical, and so we
here outline the proof before proceeding with the details.
Suppose we are given a uniformly continuous map F from an open subset
G of c0 , to an arbitrary Banach space Y. The essential idea is to construct an
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analytic map H, using the continuous function F, but where F is evaluated
only at the points of a countable dense subset of G. This enables us to guaran-
tee the analyticity of H. To ensure that H uniformly approximates F, we define
an open covering of G, so that &F(x)&H(x)& is made small using the
continuity of F, for those elements of the cover in which x lies, while for
the other elements of the cover to which x does not belong, &H(x)& is
constructed to be small. In order to control the size of &H(x)& on such
covering elements, H is built up from functionals .n defined on c~ 0 , via
integration on Rn. The transition of the problem from c~ 0 to Rn is accom-
plished by utilizing a certain analytic function f on c~ 0 (defined below),
which was initially defined in [FPWZ]. The technical part of the proof is
in establishing bounds on the functionals .n using a particular expansion
of f . Because the function f is highly non-linear, the calculations are lengthy.
Finally, we remark that despite the real-analytic nature of our result, one
needs to pass to the complexification c~ 0 in order to take advantage of certain
theorems on the uniform convergence of a sequence of analytic functions.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be an open subset of c0 , Y an arbitrary Banach space,
and F: G  Y a uniformly continuous map. Then there exists an analytic map
H: G  Y, such that
&F(x)&H(x)&<1 for all x # G.
Proof. We consider the complex-valued function f : c~ 0  C given by,
f (z)= :

k=1
z2kk .
The restriction of f to c0 is denoted simply by f. This was first defined in
[FPWZ], where it is shown that f is analytic, even, convex, and that
f (x)=0 iff x=0. Next, suppose that f (xr)<1. We show that this implies
&x&<r. If &x&r, then
f \xr+
&x&2k0
r2k0
, for some k01.
This gives f (xr)r2k0r2k0=1, and so &x&<r. Next define sets K ( y, r)
and C ( y, r) for y # c0 and r # (0, 1) by,
K ( y, r)={x # c0 : f \x& yr +<r= ,
C ( y, r)={x # c0 : f \x& yr +>r= ,
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and put,
K( y, r)=K ( y, r) & G,
C( y, r)=C ( y, r) & G.
From the observations above, it follows that for all r # (0, 1), y # K(x, r)
implies &x& y&<r. Now, since F is uniformly continuous, there exists
r$ # (0, 12) such that for all x # G, we have
y # K(x, 2r$) implies &F( y)&F(x)&<14.
Fix r # (0, r$) for the remainder of this note. The collection [K(x, r)]x # G
covers G, and so by separability there is a countable subcover [K(xj , r)]j=1 .
Next we construct a sequence [rj]j=1 of positive numbers as follows. Define
r1=r$, and rj=(r+rj&1)2, to yield a strictly decreasing sequence [rj]j=1 with
the property that rj # (r, r$] for all j. Since rjr for all j, the new collection
[K(xj , rj)]j=1 , is still a cover for G. Now pick numbers Vn such that,
x # K(xn , rn) implies f \x&x jrj +<Vn&1 for j=1, ..., n&1.
In order to ensure the existence of the Vn ’s, we show for each jn&1
that there is an M with f ((x&xj)rj)<M for every x # K(xn , rn). Fix jn&1.
Now, x # K(xn , rn) implies &x&xn&<rn giving |xk |<|xn(k) |+rn for all k,
where we have written x=[xk] and xn=[xn(k)]. Then,
f \x&xjrj += :

k=1 \
(x&xj)k
rj +
2k
 :

k=1 \
|xk |+|xj(k) |
rj +
2k
< :

k=1 \
|xn(k) |+|x j(k) |
rj
+
rn
r j +
2k
 :

k=1 \
|xn(k) |+|x j(k) |
rj
+\+
2k
,
where \=rn rn&1 # (0, 1). Now choose N so that kN implies both,
|xn(k) |<
rj (1&\)
4
and |xj(k) |<
rj (1&\)
4
.
This gives,
f \x&x jrj +< :
N
k=1 \
|xn(k) |+|x j(k) |
rj
+\+
2k
+ :

k=N+1 \
1&\
2
+\+
2k
<.
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Setting the expression between the above inequalities equal to M gives us
the desired result. Thus the Vn ’s can be chosen as stated. We shall require
the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Fix x0 # G, and let [xl]l=1 be a sequence in G. Then there
exist numbers A(x0 , xl), depending on x0 and l, and constants al , depending
only on l, such that for all b # c~ 0 with &b&<r242, we have,
f \(x0&xl)+brl += f \
x0&xl
rl ++Z l ,
where Zl # C with |Zl |<&b&12A(x0 , xl), and l=1 alA
2(x0 , x l) converges.
Proof. We have,
f \(x0&xl)+brl += :

k=1 \
(x0&x l)k+bk
rl +
2k
= :

k=1 \ :
2k
j=0 \
2k
j + (x0&xl)2k& jk b jkr&2kl +
= :

k=1 \ :
2k
j=1 \
2k
j + (x0&xl)2k& jk b jkr&2kl ++ f \
x0&xl
rl + .
We define Zl=k=1 (
2k
j=1 (
2k
j )(x0&xl)
2k& j
k b
j
k r
&2k
l ).
Then, writing |(x0&xl)k | as |x0&x l |k for simplicity, we have,
|Zl | :

k=1
:
2k
j=1 \
2k
j + |x0&xl | 2k& jk |b jk | r&2kl
&b&12 :

k=1
:
2k
j=1 \
2k
j + |x0&xl | 2k& jk |b j&1k | &b&12 r&2kl
<&b&12 :

k=1
:
2k
j=1 \
2k
j + |x0&xl | 2k& jk \
r
4+
j&1 r
4
r&2kl ,
since &b&<
r2
42
=&b&12 :

k=1
:
2k
j=1 \
2k
j + |x0&xl | 2k& jk \
r
4+
j
r&2kl
&b&12 :

k=1
:
2k
j=1 \
2k
j + |x0&xl | 2k& jk \
r l
4+
j
r&2kl
&b&12 :

k=1 \
|x0&x l |k
rl
+
1
4+
2k
.
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Since x0 # c0 and rl>r for all l, there exists an N=N(x0) such that kN
implies |x0 |k<rl 4 for all l. Therefore,
|Zl |<&b&12 \ :
N
k=1 \
|x0&xl |k
r l
+
1
4+
2k
+ :

k=1 \
|x l |k
rl
+
1
2+
2k
+ .
Write,
Ml # :

k=1 \
|xl |k
rl
+
1
2+
2k
,
and note that,
:
N
k=1 \
|x0&xl | k
rl
+
1
4+
2k
 :
N
k=1
(1+&x0&xl&)
2k r&2k

N
r2N
(1+&x0&xl&)2N, since r<1.
Thus,
|Zl |<&b&12\ Nr2N (1+&x0&xl&)2N+Ml+ .
Next, set
a$l=
1
2l (3Ml+&x l&)2l
,
and consider the expression,
:

l=1
a$l \ Nr2N (1+&x0&xl &)2N+Ml+
=
N
r2N
:

l=1
a$l (1+&x0&x l&)2N+ :

l=1
a$lMl .
Since Ml 13 , we have 

l=1 a$l Ml

l=1 2
&l. Also, for lN, a$l
1(2l (1+&xl&)2N), giving,
:

l=N
a$l (1+&x0&xl&)2N :

l=N \
1+&x0&+&xl&
1+&x l& +
2N
2&l
 :

l=N
2&l (1+&x0&)2N
(1+&x0&)2N.
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Thus, setting A(x0 , xl)=Nr2N(1+&x0&xl&)2N+Ml and al=al$2 gives
the desired result since  (a$lA(x0 , x l))2( a$l A(x0 , x l))2. K
Next, define sets Tn /Rn as follows. Let [=j]j=1 be a sequence chosen
such that =j # (0, 1), 3=j<r j and =j a 0, and define Tn by,
Tn=[{
# Rn : rj&2=n{jVn
for j=1, ..., n&1 and &1{nrn+=n].
Finally, define functionals on c~ 0 by,
.n(z)=(&F(xn)&+1) &n |
Tn
exp {&tn _ :
n
k=1
ak \f \z&xkrk +&{k+
2
&= d{ ,
where: the constants an0 are chosen as in Lemma 3.2, &n is a normalizing
factor given by,
&n=|
Rn
exp {&tn _ :
n
k=1
ak{2k &= d{ ,
and the tn ’s are positive constants which will be specified in Lemma 3.3
below. Note that we can, and do, write &&1n =bn t
&n2
n , where the bn>0
depend only on the an .
We denote Lebesgue measure on Rn by +n . The proof of the following
lemma can be found in [K], and we include it here for the sake of
completeness.
Lemma 3.3 (K). There exist locally finite covers, [Dj]j=1 and [D j*]

j=1
of G, and positive constants tn , such that,
(i) |.n(x)&&F(xn)&&1|< 12 for x # Dn ,
(ii) |.n(x)|<1(2n+3(&F(xn)&+1)) for x  D*n
(iii) tnn!2b&1n (&F(xn)&+1)
2 +n(Tn)+1
Proof. Define sets,
D1=K(x1 , r1),
Dk= ,
k&1
i=1
C(xi , r&=k) & K(xk , rk).
Note that Dj /K(xj , rj) for every j, and the sets Dj cover G. To see that
the collection [Dj]j=1 is locally finite, pick any y # G. Then there exists
k1 with y # K(xk , rk), but y  K(xj , rj) for j=1, ..., k&1. In addition,
there is an l>k so that y # K(xk , rk&3= l). Because K(xk , rk&3= l) &
C(xk , rk&=j)=< for all jl, we have K(xk , rk&3= l) & D j=< for all jl,
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and hence K(xk , rk&3=l) is a neighborhood of y intersecting only finitely
many Dj . Next set,
D1*=K(x1 , r1+2=1)
Dk*= ,
k&1
i=1
C(xi , ri&3=k) & K(xk , rk+2=k).
We remark that Dj /Dj* /K(xj , 2rj), and that in the same manner as
shown above for the sets Dj , the sets Dj* form a locally finite cover for G.
To see (i) and (ii), we note the following observations.
If x # Dn , then we have,
f \x&x jrj +>r j&=n , for j=1, ..., n&1, 0 f \
x&xn
rn +<rn ,
and
f \x&xnrn +<Vn&1.
From this and the definition of Tn , it follows that for x # Dn the open ball in Rn
with centre ( f ((x&x1)r1)), ..., f ((x&xn)rn)) and radius =n is contained in Tn .
We denote this ball Bn . Also, if x  Dn*, then one or more of the inequalities,
f \x&x jrj +<rn+2=n , f \
x&xj
rj +>r j&3=n , j=1, ..., n&1,
does not hold, and it follows from this and the definition of Tn that
Bn & Tn=<. We show (ii) first. Because Bn & Tn=<, we have,
|.n(x)|
=(&F(xn)&+1) b&1n t
n2
n |
Tn
exp {&tn _ :
n
k=1
ak \f \x&xkrk +&{k +
2
&= d{
(&F(xn)&+1) b&1n t
n2
n |
Tn
exp[&tn[ min
1kn
[ak]=2n]] d{
=(&F(xn)&+1) +n(Tn) b&1n tn2n exp[&tn [ min
1kn
[ak] =2n]].
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The right hand side above can be made smaller than 1(2n+3(&F(xn)&+1)),
by choosing tn sufficiently large. Part (i) follows by a similar calculation
noting that
&n |
R n
exp {&tn _ :
n
k=1
ak \f \x&xkrk +&{k+
2
&= d{ =1.
For (iii), we simply pick the tn larger if necessary. K
We shall define our approximating analytic function H by,
H(x)=
H*(x)
.(x)
,
where,
H*(x)= :

j=1
F(xj) .j (x) and .(x)= :

j=1
.j (x).
To show that H is indeed analytic, we establish the analyticity of . and
H* in the following Lemma 3.4, using the fact that the uniform limit of a
sequence of analytic operations on c~ 0 is analytic, and show that .(x)>12
on G.
Lemma 3.4. For every x0 # G, there exists a $>0 and an n0 # Z+, such
that
(&F(xn)&+1) |.n(x0+z)|<
1
2n
,
for z # c~ 0 with &z&<$, and n>n0 .
Proof. Fix x0 # G. Then there exists a minimal j0 such that x0 #
K(xj0 , rj0). We first note that there exists an a>0 and an n$> j0 with
{j0& f \
x0&xj0
rj0 +>a
for every {

=({1 , ..., {j0 , ..., {n) # Tn with n>n$.
This follows directly from the definition of Tn , and the facts that the =n
decrease toward zero, and x0 # K(xj0 , rj0). Next we consider the expression,
Re { :
n
l=1
al \f \(x0&xl)+zrl +&{l+
2
= .
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From Lemma 3.2, we know that for &z&<r242 we have,
\f \(x0&xl)+zrl +&{l+
2
=\f \x0&xlrl +&{l+Zl+
2
,
with |Zl |<&z&12 A(x0 , xl).
After a simple expansion using |Re(Zl)||Zl |, we obtain,
Re {\f \(x0&xl)+zrl + &{l+
2
=\} f \x0&xlrl + &{l }&|Zl |+
2
&2|Zl |2.
Therefore, for n>n$,
Re { :
n
l=1
al \f \(x0&xl)+zrl + &{l+
2
=
aj0 \} f \
x0&x j0
rj0 +&{j0 }&|Zj0 |+
2
&2 :
n
l=1
al |Zl |2
>aj0(a&&z&
12 A(x0 , xj0))
2&2 &z& :
n
l=1
alA2(x0 , xl) for &z&<
r2
42
,
aj0(a&&z&
12 A(x0, xj0))
2&2 &z& :

l=1
al A2(x0 , xl).
Since the sum converges from Lemma 3.2, there exists a $ # (0, r242),
and a ;>0 such that,
Re { :
n
l=1
al \f \(x0&x l)+zr l +&{l+
2
=>;
for &z&<$, n>n$, and all {

# Tn .
This gives, using Lemma 3.3,
(&F(xn)&+1) |.n(x0+z)|
tn2n
bn
(&F(xn)&+1)2 +n(Tn) e&;tn
b&1n (&F(xn)&+1)
2 +n(Tn) n!;&nt&n2n
b&1n (&F(xn)&+1)2 +n(Tn) n!;&nt&1n 
1
n!;n
.
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From the last inequality, we see that there exists an n0n$ ensuring that,
(&F(xn)&+1) |.n(x0+z)|<
1
2n
for n>n0 and &z&<$. K
To complete the theorem, we now need only verify that the inequality
&F(x)&H(x)&<1, holds for all x # G. We proceed as in [K]. Fix x # G
for the remainder of the proof. We define sets I1=[ j: x # Dj*] and
I2=[ j: x  Dj*]. Recall that if j # I1 , we have x # Dj* /K(x j , 2rj), which
guarantees that &F(x)&F(x j)&<14. Now x # Dl , for some l, giving,
&F(x)&F(xl)&<14 since Dl /Dl*,
.l (x)>&F(xl)&+ 12 from Lemma 3.3(i),
.(x).(xl)>&F(x)&
where the last string of inequalities follows from the two inequalities before
it, and the definition of ..
These three inequalities imply .(x)>12 and &F(x)&.(x)<1. In addi-
tion, we have,
:
j # I2
.j (x) :

j=1
2& j&3
and
:
j # I2
&F(xj)& .j (x) :

j=1
2& j&3 from Lemma 3.3(ii).
Using these observations yields,
&F(x)&H(x)&
1
.(x)
:

j=1
&F(x) .j (x)&F(x j) .j (x)&

1
.(x)
:
j # I1
&F(x)&F(xj)& .j (x)+
&F(x)&
.(x)
:
j # I2
.j (x)
+
1
.(x)
:
j # I2
&F(xj)& . j (x)

1
4
+
1
8
+
2
8
<1. K
Corollary 3.5. Let G be an open subset of c0 , Y an arbitrary Banach
space, and F: G  Y a uniformly continuous map. Then for each =>0, there
exists an analytic map H: G  Y, such that
&F(x)&H(x)&<= for all x # G.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there exists an analytic map H on G with,
&=&1F(x)&H (x)&<1 for all x # G.
Defining H(x)==H (x) satisfies the necessary requirements. K
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